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Fire Investigation
While there are numerous technical resources available, often you have to search
through a plethora of them to find the information you use on a daily basis. And
maintaining a library suitable for a comprehensive practice can become quite
costly. The new edition of a bestseller, Safety Professional's Reference and Study
Guide, Second Edition provides a single-source reference that contains all the
information required to handle the day-to-day tasks of a practicing industrial
hygienist. New Chapters in the Second Edition cover: Behavior-based safety
programs Safety auditing procedures and techniques Environmental management
Measuring health and safety performance OSHA’s laboratory safety standard
Process safety management standard BCSPs Code of Ethics The book provides a
quick desk reference as well as a resource for preparations for the Associate Safety
Professional (ASP), Certified Safety Professional (CSP), Occupational Health and
Safety Technologist (OHST), and the Construction Health and Safety Technologist
(CHST) examinations. A collection of information drawn from textbooks, journals,
and the author’s more than 25 years of experience, the reference provides, as the
title implies, not just a study guide but a reference that has staying power on your
library shelf.

Fire Investigation
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Fire Investigation is a practical guide on the basics of fire investigation, with
emphasis on ascertaining the cause of fire. Three items that constitute an
acceptable cause of fire are highlighted: the source of ignition; the material first
ignited; and the defect, act or omission which led to the source of ignition and the
material first ignited creating a fire. This book is comprised of 11 chapters and
begins with a discussion on sources of ignition and materials first ignited, paying
particular attention to three temperature thresholds of combustible substances:
flash-point temperature, fire-point temperature, and self-ignition temperature.
Examples of sources of ignition are given, including ashes, soot, gas, and naked or
open flame. Subsequent chapters deal with the reasons, motives, and methods of
arson, as well as timing devices that may be used by arsonists; fire and non-fire
explosions; variables that must be taken into account when trying to determine the
rate of growth of a fire; and fatality occurring in a fire. The use of photographs and
drawings in fire investigation is also considered, along with collection of samples
and physical evidence from a fire scene and gathering of information through
interviews. The final chapter presents abridged case histories of the six categories
of arson. This monograph is written for students, fire officers and investigators,
police officers, insurance investigators, and loss adjusters.

The Art of Reading Buildings
Did you know. . . . . . that arson has been described as the fastest-growing crime in
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America? . . . that arson is the most expensive crime committed? . . . that over 8
billion dollars was estimated lost due to fires in 1994? . . . that an estimated 86,000
structure fires of incendiary or suspicious origin were reported in 1994? David
Redsicker provides these statistics and much more, including practical methods,
information, and advice for investigating these types of crimes, in Practical Fire
and Arson Investigation, Second Edition. Extensively rewritten second edition of
this practical manual - More than 40% new material! Practical Fire and Arson
Investigation, Second Edition is a significantly revised, updated, and expanded new
edition of this best-selling book in the Practical Aspects of Criminal and Forensic
Investigations series, edited by Vernon Geberth. As in the first edition, specific
details on the basic principles are presented, and advanced applied techniques for
conducting a thorough fire and arson investigation are detailed. New topics
covered in the Second Edition include: Extensively rewritten chapters on
determining origin and cause, eliminating accidental fire causes, investigating fatal
fires and vehicular fires, and documenting the fire/crime scene Fire scene
photography using "painting with light" Importance of evidence preservation and
analysis in civil litigation of liability and product defects

Underwater Forensic Investigation
The Complete Fire Inspector I and II Training Solution! Fire inspectors need to know
how to interpret and apply national and local codes and standards in the office and
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in the field. Fire Inspector: Principles and Practice is designed to prepare fire
inspectors to ensure the highest standards of fire and life safety in their
communities. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and the International
Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) are pleased to bring you Fire Inspector: Principles
and Practice, a modern integrated teaching and learning system for the fire
inspector. This textbook meets and exceeds the job performance requirements for
level I and II fire inspectors from Chapters 4 and 5 of NFPA 1031, Standard for
Professional Qualifications for Fire Inspector and Plan Examiner, 2009 Edition. Fire
Inspector: Principles and Practice is built on a solid foundation of the basics:
building construction, fire growth, and types of occupancies. This fundamental
knowledge is presented in a concise, understandable writing style that is easy to
digest and recall. The solid foundation of fire and building knowledge then
branches out to show the fire inspector how abstract concepts and codes will be
concretely applied on a daily basis. This is the text that truly prepares fire
inspectors for the real world.

Kirk's Fire Investigation Study Guide
Your key to mastering the 2004 edition of NFPA 921 ! Need clarification on the
latest guidance for interpreting inverted cone patterns? Want more information
about new and revised provisions for using digital photos? Turn to this 2004 Edition
of User's Manual for NFPA 921 for authoritative insights into the latest guidelines
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for every aspect of the investigation process. Fully updated to correlate with the
2004 NFPA 921: Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, The Manual is written
by the International Association of Arson Investigators and published by NFPA.
Many of the contributors are current or former members of the NFPA 921 Technical
Committee as well as members of IAAI, So you know it's guidance you can trust.
Gain the expert support you need and apply today's fire investigation best
practices with User's Manual for NFPA 921.

Safety Professional's Reference and Study Guide
Fire Officer's Handbook of Tactics
The Fire Chief’s Handbook, 7th Edition continues Fire Engineering’s 82-year
tradition of publishing the definitive resource for advanced fire service training.
The text has been completely updated to meet the changing environment and
added responsibilities of the fire service. Returning authors have rewritten their
chapter to address today’s leadership and administrative concerns, while new
authors are also introduced to offer new perspectives. This comprehensive
guidebook is designed for firefighters, company officers, and chief officers of all
ranks and department types who want the latest information on the fundamentals
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of leadership in the fire service, as well as managing the day-to-day operations of a
fire department.

Bombs, IEDs, and Explosives
In the fire service, information is critical to firefighter safety and efficiency. Fire
Engineering's Study Guide for Firefighter I and II will provide the student with a
comprehensive review of the material presented in each chapter of Fire
Engineering's Handbook, providing a further check on how well the student
absorbed the material. The Study Guide's multiple-choice questions provide both
direct knowledge and situational application of the material. It is suggested that
the student complete the Study Guide chapter-by-chapter, both before reading the
Handbook as a pre-test and after reading the Handbook as an informational
comprehension check. Used properly, Fire Engineering's Study Guide will reinforce
the information learned and enhance the effectiveness of the educational package.
Features: * Multiple-choice, short-answer, and true-or-false questions for each
chapter of the Handbook * Answers at the end of each chapter * Corresponding
page numbers to each answer in the Handbook

Fire in the United States
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An account of the Great Chicago Fire combines archival photographs and drawings
with personal accounts by its survivors and historical documents.

Security Supervision and Management
John Norman has updated his best-selling book, a guide for the firefighter and fire
officer who, having learned the basic mechanics of the trade, are looking for
specific methods for handling specific situations. In this new fourth edition, readers
will find a new chapter on lightweight construction, a new chapter on electrical
fires and emergencies, updates to many chapters including such topics as winddriven fires, and many new illustrations.

Exam Prep
The true story of the most devastating wildfire in Australian history and the search
for the man who started it. What kind of person would deliberately start a
firestorm? What kind of mind? On the scorching February day in 2009 that became
known as Black Saturday, a man lit two fires in Victoria's Latrobe Valley, then sat
on the roof of his house to watch the inferno. In the Valley, where the rates of
crime were the highest in the state, more than thirty people were known to the
police as firebugs. But the detectives soon found themselves on the trail of a man
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they didn't know. The Arsonist takes readers on the hunt for this man, and inside
the strange puzzle of his mind. This book is also the story of fire in Australia, and of
a community that owed its existence to that very element. The command of fire
has defined and sustained us as a species--understanding its abuse will shape our
future. A powerful true-crime thriller written with Hooper's trademark lyric detail
and nuance, The Arsonist is a reminder that in an age of fire, all of us are
gatekeepers.

Practical Fire and Arson Investigation, Second Edition
This guide is designed to thoroughly prepare you for a Fire Investigator
certification, promotion, or training examination. Your exam performance will
improve after using this system!

Scientific Protocols for Fire Investigation
The study of fire debris analysis is vital to the function of all fire investigations,
and, as such, Fire Debris Analysis is an essential resource for fire investigators. The
present methods of analysis include the use of gas chromatography and gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry, techniques which are well established and
used by crime laboratories throughout the world. However, despite their
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universality, this is the first comprehensive resource that addresses their
application to fire debris analysis. Fire Debris Analysis covers topics such as the
physics and chemistry of fire and liquid fuels, the interpretation of data obtained
from fire debris, and the future of the subject. Its cutting-edge material and
experienced author team distinguishes this book as a quality reference that should
be on the shelves of all crime laboratories. Serves as a comprehensive guide to the
science of fire debris analysis Presents both basic and advanced concepts in an
easily readable, logical sequence Includes a full-color insert with figures that
illustrate key concepts discussed in the text

Forensic Investigation of Explosions, Second Edition
The Fundamental Series consists of subject review books summarizing basic
principles in various disciplines of learning. They are ideal study guide companions
to our PASSBOOK Q&A test preparation books, providing subject area text review.

Field Guide for Fire Investigators
Forensic science includes all aspects of investigating a crime, including: chemistry,
biology and physics, and also incorporates countless other specialties. Today, the
service offered under the guise of "forensic science’ includes specialties from
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virtually all aspects of modern science, medicine, engineering, mathematics and
technology. The Encyclopedia of Forensic Sciences, Second Edition is a reference
source that will inform both the crime scene worker and the laboratory worker of
each other’s protocols, procedures and limitations. Written by leading scientists in
each area, every article is peer reviewed to establish clarity, accuracy, and
comprehensiveness. As reflected in the specialties of its Editorial Board, the
contents covers the core theories, methods and techniques employed by forensic
scientists – and applications of these that are used in forensic analysis. This
4-volume set represents a 30% growth in articles from the first edition, with a
particular increase in coverage of DNA and digital forensics Includes an
international collection of contributors The second edition features a new
21-member editorial board, half of which are internationally based Includes over
300 articles, approximately 10pp on average Each article features a) suggested
readings which point readers to additional sources for more information, b) a list of
related Web sites, c) a 5-10 word glossary and definition paragraph, and d) crossreferences to related articles in the encyclopedia Available online via SciVerse
ScienceDirect. Please visit www.info.sciencedirect.com for more information This
new edition continues the reputation of the first edition, which was awarded an
Honorable Mention in the prestigious Dartmouth Medal competition for 2001. This
award honors the creation of reference works of outstanding quality and
significance, and is sponsored by the RUSA Committee of the American Library
Association
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Collapse of Burning Buildings, 2nd Edition
Knowledge of the science behind fires is critical to understanding a fire‘s cause and
successfully presenting that determination to the authorities or in litigation. Now in
its second edition, Scientific Protocols for Fire Investigation focuses on the practical
application of scientific principles to determine the causes of fires. Uniquely
qualifie

The Arsonist
Document Retrieval Index
Designed to thoroughly prepare you for a Fire Department Safety Officer
certification, promotion, or training examination.

Fire Captain Written Exam Study Guide
Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science community,
performing vitally important work. However, they are often constrained by lack of
adequate resources, sound policies, and national support. It is clear that change
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and advancements, both systematic and scientific, are needed in a number of
forensic science disciplines to ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable
standards, and promote best practices with consistent application. Strengthening
Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward provides a detailed plan for
addressing these needs and suggests the creation of a new government entity, the
National Institute of Forensic Science, to establish and enforce standards within the
forensic science community. The benefits of improving and regulating the forensic
science disciplines are clear: assisting law enforcement officials, enhancing
homeland security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States gives a full account of what is
needed to advance the forensic science disciplines, including upgrading of systems
and organizational structures, better training, widespread adoption of uniform and
enforceable best practices, and mandatory certification and accreditation
programs. While this book provides an essential call-to-action for congress and
policy makers, it also serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal
prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic science educators.

The Great Fire
Fire Investigator Field Guide
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Exam Prep
Scientific Protocols for Fire Investigation, Third Edition focuses on the practical
application of fundamental scientific principles to determine the causes of fires.
Originally published in 2006, the First Edition was very well received by fire
investigators and those who work with them. Since fire investigation is a rapidly
evolving field—driven by new discoveries about fire behavior—the Second Edition
was published in late 2012. This latest, fully updated Third Edition reflects the most
recent developments in the field. Currently, serious research is underway to try to
understand the role of ventilation in structure fires. Likewise, there is improved
understanding of the kinds of errors investigators can make that lead to incorrect
determinations of the causes of fires. In addition to the scientific aspects, the
litigation of fire related events is rapidly changing, particularly with respect to an
investigator's qualifications to serve as an expert witness. This book covers these
latest developments and ties together the changing standards for fire
investigations with the fundamental scientific knowledge presented in the early
chapters of the book. The book is intended for those individuals who have recently
entered the field of fire investigation, and those who are studying fire investigation
with a plan to become certified professionals. In addition, professionals in the
insurance industry who hire fire investigators will find this an invaluable resource.
Insurance companies have sustained significant losses by hiring individuals who
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are not qualified, resulting in cases being settled or lost at a cost of millions.
Insurance adjusters and investigators will learn to recognize quality fire
investigations and those that are not up to today's standards. Lastly, this book is
also for the many attorneys who litigate fire cases. Written with language and
terms that make the science accessible even to the non-scientist, this new edition
will be a welcome resource to any professional involved in fire and arson cases.

Scientific Protocols for Fire Investigation, Third Edition
This second edition provides you with additional insight on the topic of fireground
investigation, taking you through the various procedures necessary for
reconstructing the events that led to the fire. Included are discussions related to
fire behavior, heat sources, interior and exterior evidence, documentation, and
reporting procedures, as well as new case studies. Contents: The scope and
purpose of fireground investigation The influence of fire behavior on fire
investigation Factors that influence fire behavior Heat/ignition sources Fireground
observations Investigating the fire: building exterior Investigating the fire: building
interior Vehicle fires Evidence Motivation for arson Answers to study questions.

Mastering the Fire Service Assessment Center
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Now in its second edition, Forensic Investigation of Explosions draws on the
editor’s 30 years of explosives casework experience, including his work on task
forces set up to investigate major explosives incidents. Dr. Alexander Beveridge
provides a broad, multidisciplinary approach, assembling the contributions of
internationally recognized experts who present the definitive reference work on the
subject. Topics discussed include: The physics and chemistry of explosives and
explosions The detection of hidden explosives The effect of explosions on
structures and persons Aircraft sabotage investigations Explosion scene
investigations Casework management The role of forensic scientists Analysis of
explosives and their residues Forensic pathology as it relates to explosives
Presentation of expert testimony With nearly 40 percent more material, this new
edition contains revised chapters and several new topics, including: A profile of
casework management in the UK Forensic Explosives Laboratory, one of the
world’s top labs, with a discussion of their management system, training
procedures, and practical approaches to problem solving Properties and analysis of
improvised explosives An examination of the Bali bombings and the use of mobile
analytical techniques and mobile laboratories The collection, analysis, and
presentation of evidence in vehicle-borne improvised explosive device cases, as
evidenced in attacks on US overseas targets This volume offers valuable
information to all members of prevention and post-blast teams. Each chapter was
written by an expert or experts in a specific field and provides well-referenced
information underlying best practices that can be used in the field, laboratory,
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conference room, classroom, or courtroom.

Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States
Kirk's Fire Investigation
The Art of Reading Buildings focuses on the practical art of reading a building and
applying its positive and negative attributes in developing a size-up for fireground
operations that center on structure fires. First-due company officers, incident
commanders, and safety officers will appreciate the practical “street-wise” lessons
captured in the book. Chief officers, training officers, engineers, firefighters, and
fire science degree candidates will benefit from the wide range of building
construction topics covered in this text. Features include: • Understand the
technical and practical aspects of building construction • Learn on-the-spot
building construction assessment using the authors’ custom Rapid Street-Read
Guides • Develop a quick construction size-up for immediate application to
fireground operations • Recognize firefighter traps in newer and alternative
construction methods • This text covers objectives for the National Fire Academy’s
Fire and Emergency Services in Higher Education (FESHE) Building Construction for
Fire Protection course
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The Fire Chief's Handbook, 7th Edition
Fire Engineering
Forensic Fire Scene Reconstruction
A guide on procedures, administration, and equipment, Bombs, IEDs, and
Explosives: Identification, Investigation, and Disposal Techniques introduces
concepts, basic knowledge, and necessary skill sets for bomb technicians. It covers
topics such as training resources, bomb threat and incident response, legal aspects
of bomb disposal, explosives and

User's Manual for Nfpa 921
This book identifies the key knowledge, skills and abilities required for success in
the assessment center promotional process. Assessment centers are widely used
by fire departments throughout the country. Unfortunately, many candidates fail to
prepare for the test by failing to prepare for the position they seek. Whether
aspiring to be a Lieutenant, Captain, Battalion Chief or above, this book gives the
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reader the tools to establish a personal plan for success in the test and in the
position. This book is written in a humorous, matter-of-fact style that makes it easy
to understand and retain. The reader is taught to truly prepare for the position and
make the mental paradigm shift from test candidate to incumbent officer, which is
a very unique and effective method. The book provides the reader with the tools
needed to create his/her own plan for success. A personal self-assessment helps
the aspiring officer evaluate his/her current status and leadership style. This
baseline provides the foundation to get the reader asking questions about realworld scenarios that are mimicked in the testing arena. Features & benefits: * Gain
a better understanding of what an assessment center is * Contains test exercises,
sample problems, rating criteria, scoring sheets, assessor selection and common
pitfalls *Learn the 27 knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSA's) spanning the 3
dimensions of leadership, management and emergency scene operations *Gain an
in-depth understanding of how to develop their KSAs to succeed in the test and the
position This book identifies the key knowledge, skills and abilities required for
success in the assessment center promotional process. Assessment centers are
widely used by fire departments throughout the country. Unfortunately, many
candidates fail to prepare for the test by failing to prepare for the position they
seek. Whether aspiring to be a Lieutenant, Captain, Battalion Chief or above, this
book gives the reader the tools to establish a personal plan for success in the test
and in the position. This book is written in a humorous, matter-of-fact style that
makes it easy to understand and retain. The reader is taught to truly prepare for
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the position and make the mental paradigm shift from test candidate to incumbent
officer, which is a very unique and effective method. The book provides the reader
with the tools needed to create his/her own plan for success. A personal selfassessment helps the aspiring officer evaluate his/her current status and
leadership style. This baseline provides the foundation to get the reader asking
questions about real-world scenarios that are mimicked in the testing arena.
Features & benefits: * Gain a better understanding of what an assessment center is
* Contains test exercises, sample problems, rating criteria, scoring sheets,
assessor selection and common pitfalls *Learn the 27 knowledge, skills, and
abilities (KSA's) spanning the 3 dimensions of leadership, management and
emergency scene operations *Gain an in-depth understanding of how to develop
their KSAs to succeed in the test and the position

Basic Tools and Resources for Fire Investigators: A Handbook
1. General collapse information 2. Terms of construction and building design 3.
Building construction: firefighting problems and structural hazards 4. Masonry wall
collapse 5. Collapse dangers of parapet walls 6. Wood floor collapse 7. Sloping
peak roof collapse 8. Timber truss roof collapse 9. Flat roof collapse 10.
Lightweight steel roof and floor collapse 11. Lightweight wood truss collapse 12.
Ceiling collapse 13. Stairway collapse 14. Fire escape dangers 15. Wood-frame
building collapse 16. Collapse hazards of buildings under construction 17. Collapse
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caused by master stream operations 18. Search-and-rescue at a building collapse
19. Safety precautions prior to collapse 20. Why the World Trade Center Towers
collapsed 21. High-rise building collapse 22. Post-fire analysis 23. Early floor
collapse EPILOGUE: Are architects, engineers, and code-writing officials friends of
the firefighters?.

NFPA 921 2017
320 page book with eleven chapters containing over 3000 selections of information
that all Firefighters should know. This book is designed to assist Firefighters
prepare for the FIRE CAPTAIN-LIEUTENANT promotional WRITTEN EXAM. Topics
included: fire administration, leadership management, fire prevention, fire
behavior, hazardous materials, fire-fighting, as well as a 100 question practice
exam and muchmore!

Fire Engineering's Handbook for Firefighter I and II
Fire Investigator Field Guide, Second Edition is your direct link to the information
you need to conduct thorough and accurate investigations. As a fire investigator,
your job is to provide answers as to origin and cause. The Fire Investigator Field
Guide, Second Edition will help you safely and systematically conduct your
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investigation and find these answers. This substantive resource features tables,
charts, and other tools gathered from the most current and respected references
available, including: oNFPA 170, Standard for Fire Safety and Emergency Symbols,
2009 Edition oNFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, 2011 Edition
oNFPA s Fire Protection Handbook, Twentieth Edition oSociety of Fire Protection
Engineers Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, Fourth Edition From pre-arrival
activities to documentation and analysis, this essential guide has you covered
through every phase of the investigation process!"

Kirk's Fire Investigation
Text only. This product does NOT include a MyFireKit Access Code Card. To
purchase the text with a MyFireKit Access Code Card, please use ISBN:
0-13-283000-0 Organized into 17 chapters with completely updated color
photographs and accompanied by supporting appendices, this seventh edition,
written to the FESHE curriculum, instructs the reader on the skills needed in fire
investigation, delving into topics such as fire-related deaths and injuries, fire
behavior and sources of ignition. Remaining true to Professor Paul L. Kirk's intent,
this best-selling text presents a broad-based look at the entire fire investigation
process, from evaluating a fire scene to writing reports and providing testimony.
An international database as offered by fire and explosion investigators, scientists,
and engineers from all over the world is also reflected in the seventh edition,
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including revised material on ignition, fire dynamics, and case examples while
showcasing a multitude of latest research, color photographs and artwork.

Encyclopedia of Forensic Sciences
Fire Engineering's Study Guide for Firefighter I and II
The International Foundation for Protection Officers (IFPO) has for many years
provided materials to support its certification programs. The current edition of this
book is being used as the core text for the Security Supervision and Management
Training/Certified in Security Supervision and Management (CSSM) Program at
IFPO. The CSSM was designed in 1988 to meet the needs of the security supervisor
or senior protection officer. The book has enjoyed tremendous acceptance and
success in the past, and the changes in this third edition, vetted by IFPO, make it
still more current and relevant. Updates include 14 new chapters, 3 completely
revised chapters, "Student Performance Objectives" in each chapter, and added
information on related resources (both print and online). * Completion of the
Security Supervision and Management Program is the initial step toward the
Certified in Security Supervision and Management (CSSM) designation * Over 40
experienced security professionals contribute chapters in their area of specialty *
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Revised throughout, and completely updated with 14 new chapters on topics such
as Leadership, Homeland Security, Strategic Planning and Management, Budget
Planning, Career Planning, and much more. * Quizzes at the end of each chapter
allow for self testing or enhanced classroom work

Investigating the Fireground
Fire Investigator: Principles and Practice updates the resource previously known as
User’s Manual for NFPA 921, 2004 Edition. Through a clear, concise presentation,
Fire Investigator assists fire investigators in conducting complex fire investigations.
Written by talented professional fire investigators from the International
Association of Arson Investigators (IAAI), this text covers the entire span of the
2008 Edition of NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations and
addresses all of the job performance requirements in the 2009 Edition of NFPA
1033, Standard for Professional Qualifications for Fire Investigator. This text is the
benchmark for conducting safe and systematic investigations. Key features
include: new chapter on Marine Fire Investigations; coverage of the 2009 Edition of
NFPA 1033; supported by a complete teaching and learning system. Important
Notice: The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images or content
found in the physical edition.
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Fire Debris Analysis
Text only. This product does NOT include a Resource Central Access Code Card. To
purchase the text with a Resource Central Access Code Card, please use ISBN:
0-13-295620-9 For courses in Fire Investigation and Fire Science, including senior
and graduate level forensic fire scene investigation curricula, especially those in
fire service, fire protection engineering, and graduate forensics science courses.
Forensic Fire Scene Reconstruction, Third Edition, describes and illustrates a new
systematic approach for reconstructing fire scenes, applying the principles of fire
protection engineering along with those of forensic science and behavioral science.
Modern fire investigation topics are covered, including comprehensive
documentation, hypothesis testing, and defensible reconstruction of the events
leading up to the fire and its final results. Delving deep into forensic fire
engineering, Forensic Fire Scene Reconstruction covers engineering calculations,
fire modeling and also features several exhaustive case studies which leverage the
current technology that is explained in depth throughout the text. Several
specialized topic areas are also covered, including use of the drone aircraft,
forensic and panoramic photography, computer modeling as well as an advanced
discussion of tenability. Using historical fire cases and realistic case examples, the
authors examine the newest lessons learned and insight into the ignition, growth,
development, and outcome of those fires. All documentation in the case examples
follows or exceeds the methodology set forth by the NFPA in NFPA 921--Guide for
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Fire and Explosion Investigations and its companion standard NFPA 1033--Standard
for Professional Qualifications for Fire Investigator, 2009 Edition, and Kirk's Fire
Investigation ,Seventh Edition.

Complete Crime Scene Investigation Workbook
This specially developed workbook can be used in conjunction with the Complete
Crime Scene Investigation Handbook (ISBN: 978-1-4987-0144-0) in group training
environments, or for individuals looking for independent, step-by-step self-study
guide. It presents an abridged version of the Handbook, supplying both students
and professionals with the most critical points and extensive hands-on exercises
for skill enhancement. Filled with more than 350 full-color images, the Complete
Crime Scene Investigation Workbook walks readers through self-tests and
exercises they can perform to practice and improve their documentation,
collection, and processing techniques. Most experienced crime scene investigators
will tell you that it is virtually impossible to be an expert in every aspect of crime
scene investigations. If you begin to "specialize" too soon, you risk not becoming a
well-rounded crime scene investigator. Establishing a complete foundation to the
topic, the exercises in this workbook reinforce the concepts presented in the
Handbook with a practical, real-world application. As a crime scene investigator,
reports need to be more descriptive than they are at the patrol officer level. This
workbook provides a range of scenarios around which to coordinate multiple
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exercises and lab examples, and space is provided to write descriptions of
observations. The book also supplies step-by-step, fully illustrative photographs of
crime scene procedures, protocols, and evidence collection and testing techniques.
This lab exercise workbook is ideal for use in conjunction with the Handbook, both
in group training settings, as well as a stand-alone workbook for individuals looking
for hands-on self-study. It is a must-have resource for crime scene technicians,
investigators, and professionals who want a complete manual of crime scene
collection and processing techniques.

Fire Investigator: Principles and Practice to NFPA 921 and 1033
The evidence discovered at underwater crime scenes must be handled with the
same attention to proper chain of custody procedures as with any other type of
investigation. Improper handling of these scenes can lead to evidence being lost,
unrecognizable, destroyed, contaminated, or rendered inadmissible at the time of
trial. Updated and expanded, Und
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